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A Clear message from Jeshua. 

 

It is a very challenging time for humanity in many ways and it would be too easy to give up hope 

falling into depression and losing your trust in your spiritual connection. You possibly feel there is 

only so much you can take within your human mind and body, as you see and hear of all the pain 

and suffering, this creates a sadness and fear. 

Please let me explain and try to offer you a ray of hope for your future. Changes on this planet are 

inevitable as the Earth couldn’t continue with so much negativity and your soul realized that before 

you decided to incarnate,  to be a witness to Earth’s amazing transformation. I will not go into what 

you already know, the corruption, lies and deceit that has been taking place in your daily lives, 

especially of those in trusted positions. I want you to focus on the future in a positive way and what 

you as individuals can do to save this planet from further destruction. 

All Lightworkers, Star Beings, for that is what you are, will have the ability to make positive changes 

to millions of people not only with your healing, but how others view you, for they see your Light 

shining when they are in your company, they feel better being close to you, speaking to you and just 

knowing you. That is because you are connected to the 5th Dimensional vibrations of Love and Light. 

Yes, you do get your down days, for you are human, but when you are needed to help in any way, 

you know how to raise your vibration, helping others to remain positive and healthy. That is the gift 

you were given, to share with those in times of need and this is the time when you can make a 

difference too many people’s lives. 

It doesn’t matter whether you are a healer, teacher, channel or student, it is the Light from your heart 

centre that is so important. That flickering Light from within, the connection you have to us of the 

Hierarchy, the expansion of your heart centre is all you need. Some of you feel frustrated because you 

think you haven’t progressed as fast as others within your spiritual development, but that is 

irrelevant; it is the love you hold in your heart, the pure unconditional love that is more important 

than certificates and feeling you are better than another – that is coming from ego and not required 

ever. All we ask of you, whilst you have time now to sit and focus on your life and how you will 

move forward within the next few months when humanity can proceed with a different mind- set, 

that of positivity, love and joy in your hearts. This will surely happen, for as you rise from this 

challenging period just know, this has been an opportunity for your DNA to transform from a 2 

strand to a 12 strand, allowing you to expand your Ajna centre [3rd eye]  being more intuitive and to 

expand the beautiful 3 fold flame within your heart centre. You are on the path of enlightenment 

where many opportunities will be presented to everyone, but it is of course up to you if you feel in 

your heart, ready to accept your mission at this time. The Galactic Federation will be guiding you as 

will others of the Spiritual Hierarchy for they know your soul’s journey, each and every one of you. 

You are protected and guided daily, all we ask is for your trust in us and do communicate, let us 

know of your concerns, if you have any, and we will offer guidance with our Love and will hold you 

within our Light. Never doubt your soul and its journey, never doubt us and the Love we have for 

each and every human on this planet. I will, when it is appropriate, channel another message of hope 

and of Love and please remember, there is not one of you that I am not aware of. I know your 

frustrations, your challenges and this is when I draw closer offering you my Love and support. Stay 

strong in your mind and shine your amazing Light from within your heart to all humanity, the 

animal kingdom and every living thing on this amazing planet. – Blessings Jeshua. 
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